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Glossary of Abbreviations and Acronyms
CGU

Coast Guard Unit

MRCC

Marine Rescue Coordination Centre

PFD

Personal Flotation Device

Put-in

Point on river where kayaks are launched

Take-out Point on river where kayaks are taken out of water
Drop

Change in level of river downwards, usually over a waterfall
between boulders and rocks

PLB

Personal Locator Beacon

VHF

Very High Frequency

CoP

Code of Practice

LOA

Length Overall (LOA)

Report MCIB/283 published by the Marine Casualty Investigation Board.
Printed 12th September 2019.
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SUMMARY
1.

SUMMARY
On the morning of the 4th November 2018 a party of five experienced kayakers
set out on a downriver run of the Roughty River, Co Kerry. The kayakers were
aware of a log obstructing the river about 2.5 km downriver and planned to takeout just before the drop where the log was located by turning into a side channel.
The first three kayakers turned in and beached their kayaks and waited for the
remaining two to arrive. As the fourth kayaker approached the side channel the
kayak capsized and the kayaker went into the water. One of the first three
kayakers attempted to hold the kayak and catch the person in the water,
however, the person went over the drop and was caught under the log.
The fifth kayaker arrived and beached his boat and the four kayakers attempted
to pull the person free from the log but could not do so. At this point the
Casualty’s head was underwater. One person went to the road and borrowed a
mobile phone to call the emergency services. When the emergency services
arrived efforts were made to move the log and after about an hour and a half the
log was removed and the Casualty released and carried ashore. Once ashore the
Casualty was attended to by a doctor from the ambulance service and
pronounced dead.
Note all times are local time.
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FACTUAL INFORMATION
2.

FACTUAL INFORMATION

2.1

The Vessel
Type:

MAMBA 7.6 Kayak.

Builder:

Dagger.

Length Overall (LOA):

2.31 meters (m)/7’07”.

Breadth:

0.65 m/25.5”.

Weight:

19 kilograms (Kg)/43 Lbs.

Volume:

242 litres (L)/64 gal.

Construction:

Roto-Moulded/Polyethylene.

The vessel was a 7.6 ft. kayak with spray deck designed for river descents.
(see Appendix 7.1 Photograph No. 1).
2.2

Kayak Party
Kayaker 1 – male, experienced kayaker level 3.
Kayaker 2 - male, experienced kayaker level 3 instructor.
Kayaker 3 – male, experienced kayaker level 4.
Kayaker 4 (Casualty) female, experienced kayaker level 4.
Kayaker 5 – male, experienced kayaker level 4.
All members of the group had attended river rescue courses (see Appendix 7.4
Outline of Skills Awards from Canoeing Ireland).

2.3

Code of Practice
The vessel was a recreational craft.
Code of Practice for the Safe Operation of Recreational Craft
(CoP for Recreational Craft).

2.4

Safety Equipment
Personal Flotation Device (PFD) buoyancy vests rated at 55 newtons.
Approved helmets.
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FACTUAL INFORMATION
2.5

Cont.

Voyage Particulars
River decent of approximately 2.5 km (see Appendix 7.2 Location Diagrams).

2.6

Marine Incident Information
Type:

Very serious marine casualty resulting in one fatality.

Date:

4th November 2018.

Time:

11.48 hrs.

Position:

Lat 51° 54.3’ N - Long 009° 24.5 W.
Roughty River, Co Kerry, 2 km upriver from Kilgarvan.

2.7

6

Air Temperature:

10.2°C.

Boat Operation:

River kayaking.

Equipment Factor:

Vessel capsize.

Location factor:

Obstruction in river.

Consequences:

Fatality.

Shore Authority Involvement and Emergency Response
11.48

Casualty trapped under log in river (estimated time).

12.25

Call made to ambulance service who tasked Coast Guard, mountain
rescue and fire services – delay due to no mobile phone at incident site.
A member of the team walked to the road to obtain a phone.

12.26

Coast Guard tasked Helicopter R117 and Coast Guard Units (CGU) to
scene.

12.30

Kenmare Fire Brigade tasked.

12.43

Kenmare Fire Brigade on scene.

12.50

Gardai on scene.

13.02

Ambulance, mountain rescue and CGU on scene.

13.13

R117 stood down.

13.42

Request made for divers.

Cont.

FACTUAL INFORMATION

13.51

Request for divers cancelled.

13.55

Casualty retrieved from river.

14.10

Casualty pronounced dead by doctor with ambulance service.
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NARRATIVE
3.

NARRATIVE

3.1

The Roughty River is a popular decent for kayakers. It is described as a class 3-4
white-water river suitable for mixed ability groups1. On the day of the incident the
water level was low but runnable class 3 and the kayaks were touching bottom on
occasions. The kayakers were familiar with the river and knew that there was a log
obstructing at a drop about 2.5 km downriver. The plan was to take-out into a side
channel just before the obstructed drop (see Appendix 7.2 Location Diagrams).

3.2

The group arrived at the put-in just downriver from Morley’s Bridge at about 10.15
hrs and two of the cars were parked close to the take-out point about 2.5 km
downriver. The Casualty had a mobile phone in a waterproof case in a pocket of her
buoyancy vest. Past experience on this river found mobile phone coverage was poor.

3.3

The kayakers were all experienced white-water kayakers and had kayak level 3
qualifications or greater from the Canoeing Ireland Training Scheme. All the
kayakers had done both river rescue courses.

3.4

The party set out at approximately 10.30 hrs and proceeded downriver. The lead
two kayakers stopped at the drops and inspected the river for obstructions over the
drops.

3.5

At about 11.45 hrs the first kayaker arrived at the take-out point and turned his
kayak into the side channel and beached it. He then went into the river at the turnin to help the rest of the party into the side channel. The water was shallow and
came up to mid-calf level. Kayakers No. 2 and No. 3 followed quickly after and were
beaching their boats when kayaker No. 4 approached. Kayaker No. 4 had started to
turn into the side channel and was diagonally across the current when the boat
contacted an underwater rock which capsized it in an upstream direction. Kayaker
No. 1 caught hold of the bow and pulled it in and started to turn it upright. Kayaker
No. 4 slipped out and kayaker No. 1 saw her head pop up at the other side of the
boat. When kayaker No. 1 righted the boat kayaker No. 4 was at the stern in the
water. She was unable to grab on the handles on the kayak and/or get on to her
feet. She was washed quickly downriver over the drop obstructed by a large log and
was trapped by the water flow under the log. The distance between the point of
capsize and the drop was between 5 and 6 meters (see Appendix 7.1 Photographs
No. 2 and No. 3).

3.6

By this time kayaker No. 5 had arrived and beached his kayak and all four kayakers
attempted to pull the Casualty free. The water flow was pushing her down and they
tied ropes to her to try and keep her head above water. They tried to move the log
but were unable to do so.

1. www.irishwhitewater.com
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NARRATIVE

3.7

After about 20 minutes one of the party went up to the road about 200 meters away
where they obtained a phone from a passer-by. They phoned the ambulance service
who tasked the fire service, Coast Guard, the mountain rescue and An Gardai
Siochána. This call was timed at 12.25 hrs.

3.8

The Kenmare Fire Brigade were first on the scene at 12.43 hrs followed by An
Gardai Siochána at 12.50 hrs and other services a short time later. The rescue
efforts were concentrated in trying to move the log. The Casualty was face down
under the log and it was not possible to get her head above water.

3.9

At 13.42 hrs sub-aqua divers were requested but at 13.51 hrs the log was lifted free
and the divers were cancelled. Once the log was removed it was discovered that
the Casualty was held down by another branch under the log. Her buoyancy vest
was cut away and she was released from the river at 13.55 hrs.

3.10 The Casualty was brought ashore and pronounced dead by the doctor attending
with the ambulance service. A subsequent post mortem concluded death was
caused by acute cardio-respiratory failure due to drowning.
3.11 A subsequent inspection of the kayak and buoyancy jacket found them to be
serviceable and suitable for the activity on the day.
3.12 The riverbed at the drop is rock with potholes worn by pebbles. The two logs were
stuck in one of these potholes (see Appendix 7.1 Photograph No. 4).
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ANALYSIS
4.

ANALYSIS

4.1

White-water kayaking is an activity which has risks. The risks can be mitigated by
four factors:
- Training
- Experience
- Procedures
- Equipment

4.2

Canoeing Ireland provide a comprehensive training scheme from beginners to
advanced levels and instructor levels. They also run river rescue courses2. Four of
the kayakers had completed level 4 kayak skills training. The fifth had level 3 but
had been kayaking level 4 rivers for about 10 years. One was a level 3 instructor
and all had completed river rescue courses. The general guide is that kayakers
navigate rivers one grade below their skill level unless under higher level training
in a mixed group.

4.3

The Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport has published a CoP for Recreational Craft. Chapter 7 of this Code sets out the recommendations for canoeing
/kayaking (see Appendix 7.5 Recommended Equipment in CoP for the Safe
Operation of Recreational Craft Chapter 7).

4.4

All the kayakers were experienced having kayaked on rivers in Ireland and abroad.
Downriver kayaking in Ireland is dependent on rainfall filling the rivers. Peak times
are in autumn, winter and spring when there is water in the rivers.

4.5

The group proceeded down the river with the lead kayaker stopping to check the
condition of the river ahead at the drops. Everyone knew of the obstruction caused
by the log and the plan to take-out before that drop. The level of water in the river
was not high and the kayaks touched rocks on the bottom occasionally.

4.6

At the take-out point the plan was to go right into a shallow side channel and beach
the kayaks. For experienced kayakers turning across the current into the side
channel was not difficult.

4.7

The incident occurred because the Casualty’s kayak touched a rock and capsized
as she was turning across the current. Capsizing is a fairly normal occurrence and
the trained and experienced kayaker can push themselves upright with their
paddle. In this instance the kayak was in shallow water. The Casualty probably
exited the boat unintentionally and was unable to hold on to the boat or get to her
feet. She went out into the main flow of water and did not gain a foothold on the
river bed and was washed downstream over the drop into the log obstruction. Had
the log not caught the Casualty and the water flow around it pushed her down she
would have arrived safely at the pool below the drop.

2. www.canoe.ie
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ANALYSIS

4.8

The log was stuck in a pothole in the rock of the river bed. There was also a second
more dangerous log with branches underneath the visible log and it was this one
which trapped the Casualty.

4.9

The Casualty had a phone and all the other mobile phones were in the cars which
resulted in a delay of about 37 minutes in calling the emergency services. In the
event it took just over an hour to free the Casualty from the river after the
emergency services had arrived during which time the Casualty’s head had been
underwater.

4.10 The river was remote and the means of communication available to the group was
based on a mobile phone carried by the Casualty. The CoP for Recreational Craft
recommends that kayaking groups making descents on remote rivers of Grade 3 and
higher should carry registered Personal Locator Beacons (PLBs). This will enable
early alerting of the rescue services in the event of an emergency.
4.11 The emergency services responded quickly when alerted but were hampered by the
location of the Casualty. In such situations the safety of the rescuers is paramount.
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CONCLUSIONS
5.

CONCLUSIONS

5.1

The group were all adequately trained and experienced.

5.2

Capsizing a kayak is a risk and righting procedures are part of the training schemes.

5.3

The lack of a mobile phone at the scene of the incident resulted in a 37 minute
delay in calling the emergency services.

5.4

The group were aware of a log obstruction and had planned to exit the river before
this obstruction. The fatality was due to the Casualty being trapped by a second
log underneath the visible log. However, they had planned to exit the river before
its location.

5.5

Not all of the requirements of Chapter 7 of the CoP for Recreational Craft were
adhered to, including:
- Shore based rescue/recovery personnel were not in attendance and there was no
rapid recovery available as per the CoP for Reactional Craft.
- A mobile phone or Very High Frequency (VHF) radio in a suitable watertight cover
was not readily available.

5.6
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Kayaking groups making descents on remote rivers of Grade 3 and higher should
carry registered PLBs. This will enable early alerting of the rescue services in the
event of an emergency.

SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS
6.

SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1

The requirements set out in Chapter 7 of the CoP for Recreational Craft for
canoeing/kayaking should be highlighted by means of a Marine Notice.
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APPENDIX 7.1
Appendix 7.1 Photographs

Photograph No. 1: The kayak.
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Appendix 7.1 Photographs

Photograph No. 2: Relative positions at point of capsize.

Photograph No. 3: The location of the incident.
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Appendix 7.1 Photographs

Photograph No. 4: Pothole erosion of rocks – much larger in river bed.
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APPENDIX 7.2
Appendix 7.2 Location Diagrams

Track of kayakers down Roughty River.

Plan of incident site.
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APPENDIX 7.3
Appendix 7.3 Met Éireann Weather Report
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APPENDIX 7.4
Appendix 7.4 Outline of Skills Awards from Canoeing Ireland

'

D6RXXD'BZB!GD$
Generic Skills Awards
Level 1 Skills
Level 2 Kayak Skills

River Kayak Skills Awards
Level 3 Kayak Skills
Level 4 Kayak Skills
Level 5 Kayak Skills

D4::*%2'$+'R)A&%4-&$%'\4*,(+(-*&($)A$

Kayaking

'
'
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Level 1 Kayak
Instructor

Qualified to lead and teach groups of
kayakers on flat water within close
proximity of their launch point.

Can train & assess
for the Level 1 Skills
Awards.

Level 2 Kayak
Instructor

Qualified to lead and teach on flat
water journeys on inland and sheltered
waters that remain close to bank/shore.

Can train & assess
for the Level 1 & 2
Skills Awards.

Level 3 River
Kayak
Instructor

Qualified to lead and teach groups on
Grade II rivers.

Can train & assess
for Level 1 – 3 River
Skills Awards.

Level 4 River
Kayak
Instructor

Qualified to lead and teach groups on
Grade IV and advanced white water.

Can train & assess
for Level 1 – 4 River
Skills Awards.

APPENDIX 7.5
Appendix 7.5 Recommended Equipment in CoP for the Safe Operation of Recreational
Craft Chapter 7
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■$5&$-&)$&91+')1$'6&-1$%$<'='<$.-$2&G9'-=@$$
■$`?$2'9(.S1,$'-,$?6&').-A$&*)(.,1$=&*+$2+'?)B$+1G'.-$:.);$.)@$`)$&??1+($'$C1))1+$)'+A1)$)&$+1(2*1+($'-,$
;'($'$;.A;$C*&='-2=$?'2)&+@$5&$-&)$'))1G9)$)&$(:.G$?&+$(;&+1$*-61(($',Q'21-)$)&$);1$(;&+1@$
$
>;1$?&66&:.-A$',,.).&-'6$1d*.9G1-)$(;&*6,$C1$2&-(.,1+1,@$
■$46'+1($
■$>&:+&91Z);+&:$C'A$
■$>&+2;$
■$a*.)'C61$<-.?1$
■$3&+)'C61$:')1+9+&&?$]e4$+',.&$
■$3&+)'C61$"3a$*-.)$
■$31+(&-'6$c3`0E$
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■$4.+()$R.,$O.)$
■$a9'+1$?&&,Z,+.-<$
■$3',,61$?6&')Z61'(;$
■$a*-$2+1'G$'-,$(*-$;')@$
c((1-).'6$1d*.9G1-)$(;&*6,$C1$2'++.1,$&-$);1$91+(&-$&+$.-$'-$1'(.6=$+12&71+'C61$C*&='-)$A+'C$C'A@$
$
TCM'!(/"%'6*2*1()0[7*)$"()0'
0.71+$ <'='<.-A$ +'-A1($ ?+&G$ )&*+.-A$ &-$ (6&:$ G&7.-A$ "+',1$ L$ :')1+$ .-$ 1.);1+$ &91-$ 2'-&1($ &+$
+12+1').&-'6$<'='<(B$)&$);1$G&+1$1N)+1G1$:;.)1$:')1+$+.71+$+*--.-AB$:;.2;$2'-$.-26*,1$:;.)1:')1+$
+'9.,(B$ :')1+?'66($ '-,$ ?1')*+1($ (*2;$ '($ ()&991+($ '-,$ *-,1+2*)(@$ 4+11()=61$ <'='<.-A$ .($ ')$ );1$ G&+1$
1N)+1G1$ 1-,$ &?$ );1$ 2'-&1.-A$ (912)+*G@$ >+'.-1,$ '-,$ 2&G91)1-)$ 91+(&-($ &-6=$ (;&*6,$ '))1G9)$ );.($
'2).7.)=@$
R)'*..(&($)'&$'&3"';*A(-'A*+"&2'#%"-*4&($)A':")&($)".'#%"/($4A,25'$#"%*&$%A'A3$4,.'$;A"%/"'&3"'
+$,,$Y()0'*..(&($)*,'-3"-1A'*).'*./(-"C'
■$e*66($'+1$1N'G.-1,$?&+$,'G'A1$1'2;$).G1$9+.&+$)&$1-)1+.-A$);1$:')1+g$$
■$3&)1-).'6$2&*+(1($(;&*6,$C1$()*,.1,$?&+$;.,,1-$,'-A1+(B$(-'A(B$2*++1-)(B$1)2@B$9+.&+$)&$9*)).-A$C&')($
.-$);1$:')1+g$$
■$E&')($(;&*6,$-171+$&91+')1$'6&-1$&-$'$()+1)2;$&?$:')1+g$$
■$`-$1N)+1G1$'-,$,.??.2*6)$6&2').&-(B$(;&+1$C'(1,$+1(2*1Z+12&71+=$91+(&--16$(;&*6,$C1$.-$
'))1-,'-21B$)+'.-1,$'-,$1d*.991,$.-$);1$+'9.,$+12&71+=$&?$91+(&-($.-$,.()+1((g$
■$!&-)'2)$-*GC1+($?&+$G1,.2'6$'((.()'-21Z+1(2*1$'*);&+.).1(Z6&2<<1191+($(;&*6,$C1$'7'.6'C61$&-$
(.)1g$$
■$O'='<($(;&*6,$;'71$',1d*')1$C*&='-2=g$$
■$"1)$4.+()$R.,$)+'.-.-A$'-,$2'++=$'$4.+()$R.,$O.)$&-$+.71+$)+.9(g$$
■$`?$2'++=.-A$'$);+&:C'AB$'6(&$2'++=$'$<-.?1g$
■$5191-,.-A$&-$);1$,.??.2*6)=$&?$);1$+.71+B$2&-(.,1+$2'++=.-A$(&G1$&?$);1$?&66&:.-A@$
 a96.)$9',,61(g$
 U1CC.-A$(6.-A($'-,$2'+'C.-1+(g$
 5*2)$)'91g$
 5+=$26&);1(g$
 "+&*9$(;16)1+g$
 4&&,$'-,$G&-1=g$
 /')2;1(Z6.A;)1+@$
$
■$E1$':'+1$&?$);1$+.71+T($A+',.-A$'-,$&?$);1$:')1+$61716$C1?&+1$2&GG.)).-A@$>;1$,.??1+1-)$A+',1($'+1$
6.()1,$.-$);1$>'C61$&-$);1$?&66&:.-A$9'A1@$
'
'
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'
>;1$!'-&1.-A$`+16'-,$:1C(.)1$;'($G&+1$,1)'.6$&-$);1$61716($&?$+.71+$A+',.-A$
^;))9@ZZ2'-&1@.1Z+.71+A+',.-A8'-,8'+1'8,1?.-.).&-(_@$$
■$E1$9'+).2*6'+6=$2'*).&*($,*+.-A$?6&&,$:')1+$2&-,.).&-(@$$
■$`-(912)$*-<-&:-$,+&9($C1?&+1$+*--.-A$);1Gg$C1$':'+1$);')$,+&9($G'=$2;'-A1$&+$);')$-1:$
;'S'+,($G'=$;'71$?&+G1,$^1@A@$?'661-$)+11(B$1)2@_@$a1)$*9$C'-<$C'(1,$+1(2*1B$:;1+1$'99+&9+.')1@$$
■$!&-(*6)$U')1+:'=($`+16'-,$/'+.-1$I&).21($'-,$6&2<<1191+($?&+$6&2'6$.-?&+G').&-@$$
■$O'='<.-A$A+&*9($G'<.-A$,1(21-)($&-$+1G&)1$+.71+($&?$"+',1$Y$'-,$;.A;1+$(;&*6,$2'++=$+1A.()1+1,$
31+(&-'6$D&2')&+$E1'2&-($^3DE(_@$>;.($:.66$1-'C61$1'+6=$'61+).-A$&?$);1$+1(2*1$(1+7.21($.-$);1$171-)$&?$
'-$1G1+A1-2=@$
■$`-$+.71+($&?$'$;.A;$?6&:$+')1B$:.);$1N)1-,1,$91+.&,($&?$+'9.,(B$.)$.($+12&GG1-,1,$);')$<'='<.-A$
A+&*9($(;&*6,$2&-(.,1+$*(.-A$:')1+9+&&?$+',.&($)&$'66&:$2&GG*-.2').&-$C1):11-$A+&*9$G1GC1+($
:;1-$6.-1$&?$(.A;)$.($-&)$9&((.C61@$
$
TCS'9*&($)*,'BAA$-(*&($)'
!'-&1.-A$`+16'-,$.($);1$-').&-'6$'((&2.').&-$?&+$2'-&1$'-,$<'='<$C'(1,$'2).7.).1($.-$`+16'-,@'
'
'
'
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Section 36 of the Merchant Shipping (Investigation of Marine Casualties) Act, 2000
requires that:
‘36

(1) Before publishing a report, the Board shall send a draft of the report or
sections of the draft report to any person who, in its opinion, is likely to be
adversely affected by the publishing of the report or sections or, if that person
be deceased, then such person as appears to the Board best to represent that
person’s interest.
(2) A person to whom the Board sends a draft in accordance with subsection (1)
may, within a period of 28 days commencing on the date on which the draft is
sent to the person, or such further period not exceeding 28 days, as the Board
in its absolute discretion thinks fit, submit to the Board in writing his or her
observations on the draft.
(3) A person to whom a draft has been sent in accordance with subsection (1) may
apply to the Board for an extension, in accordance with subsection (2), of the
period in which to submit his or her observations on the draft.
(4) Observations submitted to the Board in accordance with subsection (2) shall be
included in an appendix to the published report, unless the person submitting
the observations requests in writing that the observations be not published.
(5) Where observations are submitted to the Board in accordance with subsection
(2), the Board may, at its discretion (a) alter the draft before publication or decide not to do so, or
(b) include in the published report such comments on the observations as it
thinks fit.’

The Board reviews and considers all observations received whether published or not
published in the final report. When the Board considers an observation requires
amendments to the report that is stated beside the relevant observation. When the Board
is satisfied that the report has adequately addressed the issue in the observation, then
the observation is ‘Noted’ without comment or amendment. The Board may make further
amendments or observations in light of the responses from the Natural Justice process.
‘Noted’ does not mean that the Board either agrees or disagrees with the observation.
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Correspondence 8.1 Kayaker and MCIB response

MCIB RESPONSE: Noted.

27

CORRESPONDENCE 8.2
Correspondence 8.2 Mountain Rescue Ireland and MCIB response

MCIB RESPONSE: Noted.
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CORRESPONDENCE 8.3
Correspondence 8.3 Kerry County Council and MCIB response

MCIB RESPONSE: Noted.
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CORRESPONDENCE 8.4
Correspondence 8.4 Irish Coast Guard and MCIB response

MCIB RESPONSE: Noted.
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Telephone: 01-678 3485/86.
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